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1. DEFINITIONS 
Let A = (aij) b e an vz x n complex matrix, where N >, 2. For conve- 
nience we define L&(A) = Cr.+ /ai& 
The matrix A is said to h&e a dominant diagovzal if 
j%l 2 4(A 1 for i= k,2,...,?2. (1) 
The matrix A is said to have a dominant nonzero diagonal if it has a 
dominant diagonal and none of its diagonal elements is zero. The matrix 
A is said to have a strictZy dominant diagonal if strict inequality holds 
in (1) fcr all values of i. 
2. THE. BASIC THEOREM 
We shall now prove a general theorem about such matrices. From 
it will follow some well-known results and also several new results, including 
a stronger form of the Gershgorin circle theorem. The theorem and proot 
are essentially a variant of [4] with special attention to the consequences 
of equality in (I). 
THEOREM 1. Let A = (aij) be an ?I X n compken matrix (n > 2) Whidi 
?tas a dominant nonzero diagonal, and let 13 be the wtmber of valzdes of a’ fov 
w&k equality holds in (1). Then A is singular if and only if it can be 
w&ced, by the same permutation of its YOWS and columns, to the form 
. (4 
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whtve 6 consists of ZPOS and Q - (qij) is m x m, where 2 < m < k (the 
case 9t = k = m, in which Q = A, is not necessarily excl’uded) ; and where 
tlzere is a vector y = (yl, y2, . . . , y,,JT for which 
Iqiil =A,(Q), i- 1,2 ,..., m. (41 
Procjf. If .4 can be reduced to such a form, in which Q is singular, 
then clearly A is singular. 
Now assume A is singular, and let x = (x1, ~a, . . . , x,)’ be a vector 
such that Ax = 0 and maxlGrGn 1~~1 = 1. 
If i is such that laiil > /l,(A), then 
i i#i 
jai;\ > A,(A) * i.vii < 1. (5) 
Define m to be the number of values of i for which 1~~1 = 1. By (5) 
and hypothesis, m < k. ’ By the normalization of x, 1 :G tn. (The case 
m= 1 will be excluded later.) 
We shall now construct the form (2). Apply a permutation to the 
coordinates of X, obtaining a vector 2 for which 
I I gi = 1 for i < m, 3 
(6) 
pi\ < 1 for i > m. 
Sotice that if m = n, the identity permutation is used. Now apply 
the same permutation to-the rows and columns of A, obtaining the matrix 
A = (&J. Then the iii and A,(A) are the same as the aij and lii(A)p 
but in a different order. Hence a also has a dominant nonzero diagonal, 
and from (5) and (6) we obtain 
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i +z * Iail = 1 =9 l&J = cl,(A). 
Since AA? = 0, we proceed as before to obtain, for F’ < m, 
ZO6 
(7) 
which is false unless aAij = 0 for all values of / for which lgjl < .l, i.e., 
for j > m. Therefore A^ is of the form (Z), where Q is the m x m submatrix 
in the upper left comer. 
To prove the relations (3), let us set yi = Zi for i = 1, 2, . . . , m. 
Then & = 0 = Qy = 0, and lyil = 1 for i = 1, 2, . . . , m by (7). Since 
Qy=O, we have, for i-l,2 ,..., m, 
O = 2 4ijYj = fIiiYi + ]&ClijYjj 
j 
which proves (4). 
The case m = 1 can now be excluded because if Q were a nonzero 1 x 1 
matrix it could not be singular as required by (3). 
3. BASIC RESULTS 
The following well-known theorem (see [5] 
there) about matrices having strictl!r dominant 
from Theorem 1. 
and the references given 
diagonals follows directly 
C~RQLLARY A. An n x 12 complex matrix h.aving a strict& dominant 
diagonal is nonsingdar. 
in 
Proof. If the matrix were singular, then we would have 2 < m < 0 
Theorem l . 
Clearly this corollary is not in its strongest form. The stronger form is 
COROLLARY B. If an n x n comfilen: matrix has a dominant nonzero 
7. aaagonal, with strict inequality in (1) for all rows except possibly ofle, then 
it is nonsingular. 
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By applying this corollary to the ckracteristic determinant of a 
square matrix, we can obtain a new ~.3 slightly stronger form of the 
Gershgorin circle theorem. A boundary point of the union of the Gershgorin 
circles can be a characteristic root only if it lies on two or more circles, 
or if it is a degenerate circle. Thus much of the boundary can be eliminated 
. 
immediately, without assuming irreducibility. 
COROLLARY c. Let the n x n comfilex matrix A have a dominant 
nonzero diagonal with exactly k rows where equality holds in (1). If every 
swlz row (except possibly one) has more than k nonzero elements, then A is 
nonsingular. 
Proof. The matrix A cannot be brought into the form (2), so it 
must be nonsingular. 
COROLLARY D. Let the n x n com$&x #matrix A have a dominant 
noNzero diagonal with equality in (1) only for i = Y and i = s, where Y # s. 
Then A i’s singular if and only if the rth and sth YOWS contain no nonzero 
elements except a,,, a,,, a,,, and a,,, and for some real 6, a,, = arreid and as, = 
Proof. In Theorem 1 we have 
Q ( 
% a IS 
i=z , 
%r ass 
and the desired results follow from (3). 
Further results for three or more cases of equality can be derived 
in the same way. 
4. RESULTS FOR IRREDUCIBLE MATRICES 
An n x n complex matrk. is said to be reducible if it can be ‘brought 
into the form 
by the same permutation of its rows and columns, where Q and S are 
square matrices no larger than n - I x n - 1 and 0 consists of zeros; 
otherwise the matrix is said to be irreducible. 
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COROLLARY E [5]. Lrt A be an irreducible n x n, comfilex matn:x 
ha&g a ?omilnant diagonal with at least one case of strict inequality lift 
(1). Then A is nonsingular. 
Proof. since A is irreducible, it cannot have a row of zeros. Therefore 
A has a dominant nonzero diagonal. If A were singular, then by Theorem 1 
it would be reducible, or else Q = A, violating the requirement that there 
be at least one case of strict inequality in (1). 
COROLLARY I? [3]. Let A be an irreducible n x n real matrix haviplg 
a dominant diagonal, and suppose that aii > 0 and aij < 0 for all i # i. 
Then A is singular ii ti,ad only if Cj aij = 14 for i = 1, 2, . . . , tt . 
Proof. As in Corollary E, the matrix A must have a dominant 
nonzero diagonal. If Ci aij = 0, then clearly A is singular, Now assume 
that A is singular and apply Theorem 1. Since A is irreducible, we must 
have Q = A, and the desired result follows from (4). 
The following result can be proved more easily with the use of Corollar> 
B. 
THEOREM 2 [1 1. If A = (aij) is an n x n complex matrix (n 2 2) 
for which 
laiil la,,1 > Ai( for i, k = 1,2, . . . , S, i #- k, 
then A is Nonsingular. 
Proof. The relations (8) imply aii # 0 for all i and lajii > A,(A) for 
all but possibly one value Y of i. If la,,1 2 A,(A), then A is nonsingular by 
Corollary B. 
Now assume that jarrl < cl,(A). No generality is lost by assuming 
that Y = 1 and arr = 1 so that (8) implies 
Multiply the first column of A by A,(A), obtaining a new matrix ‘Ii 
for which 
208 
la”iil > Ai far i = 2,3, . . . f n. 
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By Corollary B, the mattix ,,f is nonsingular; therefore A is also non- 
singular. 
5. PARTITIONED MATRICXS 
Let I[*** 11 be a vector n(_brm on the space of gz-dimensional complex 
column vectors, and let A be an ‘yt x ti complex matrix. We define the 
two quantities 
IP II lubA=sup+ 
X#O II II 
IA II I x glb A = inf -ii- . 
SO II II 
Let A = (A,,) b e an N x N block matrix whose elements are n x 12 
complex matrices. Then A is said to have a do,minant block diagonal if 
glb Aii > lub A, for i=l,2 ,..., A’. 
j#i 
The matrix A is said to have a domin.ant nonsingzllar block diagonal if, 
in addition, the diagonal elements Aii are all nonsingular, i.e., glb Aii # 0. 
The matrix A is said to have a strictZy dominant block diagonal if strict 
inequality holds in (9) for all values of z’. 
The following theorem is analogous to Theorem 1. Its proof is exactly 
analogous to the proof of Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 3. Let A be a block matrix having a dominant nowsingular 
block diagonal, as defined above, with N > 2. Let K be the number of vahes 
of i for which equality holds in (9). Then A is singklar if and only if it 
can be reduced, by the same PermutatioN. of its rows and colu.mns (moving 
the elements A, as units), to the form 
where 0 consists of zeros and Q -= (Q,j) is an M x M block matrix for which 
2 < M < K (the case N = K -= M, in which Q = A, is not necessarily 
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ex&ded) ; and where there exists a Partitioned vector y = (yl, y2, L’ 
l l l ‘s J1 1) ” 
for which 
and 
glbQ;,= XlubQ,; /or 2’= 1,2,. ..,M. 
i+i 
Results for block matrices which are analogous to Corollaries A-E and 
to Theorem 2 can easily be stated and proved. Feingold and Varga [2] 
have stated and proved some of these results by more direct methods. 
Their results do not require that all the submatrices be of the same size. 
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